Ray Felber (left) and Barry Wells (right)

arry A. Wells, Field Service Engineer for Cessna
craft Company, stopped by Wisconsin Aviation
dison to visit with Ray Felber, its maintenance
nager, and discuss the continued service program
h Cessna and their new 350 and 400 series of
raft, which were formerly manufactured by the
umbia Aircraft Company, now acquired by
sna. Wisconsin Aviation’s current position as an
horized service center for both Cessna and
umbia puts them in a select group immediately
pared for this new product line. For more details
the acquisition, see excerpts from Textron’s press
ase on page 2.

Cessna’s Acquisition Spotlights
Wisconsin Aviation’s
Maintenance Department
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For me, after looking at that

JeJfBaum

head to the nearest bar! Thanks for reading—and think spring.

number and realizing it didn’t even include income taxes, I think I’ll

for the taxes and user fees you pay!

and since our government will never say it, we will—THANK YOU

An
old
college
roommate used to always refer
to the rest of us as “youse guys,”
and when our friendly
government started pushing for
user fees, I couldn’t help but draw a
parallel. Businesses don’t really pay fees or taxes; they merely collect
them from their customers (either directly or through increased
prices) and pass them on to the various government entities. User
fees are paid by “youse guys.”
In the current battle over who pays for what, accusations flew
in all directions. From our perspective, it was an obvious attempt by
the airlines to stifle general aviation as a competitor by shifting taxes
to us and restricting our access to places where they congregate.
Many points have and will be debated, but one point the airlines
really pushed was that the general aviation community was getting
a “free ride” and not paying their share of taxes. As one who “signs
the check,” I take great exception to this, and I believe the
contributions “youse guys” make are not being fairly recognized.
To bring this down to the local level, to something we can
understand and get our arms around, I asked our two most excellent
“bean counters,” Susie Timm and Gayle McConochie, “How much
tax does our small business generate?” After giving me that “areyou-nuts?” stare, they asked, “What taxes are you talking about?” I
replied, “All taxes that we pay.” The stare again—”You mean like
federal excise tax on fuel; charter excise tax; state inspection fees on
fuel; sales tax; state fuel tax; use tax; fuel flowage fees at Dane
Countx Dodge Count and Watertown; property tax; personal
property tax; FICA; Medicare; unemployment; state and federal
taxes, etc., etc., etc.?” I got the look again and then I think they
headed to the nearest bar!
When they sobered up, realized I was not kidding, and started
digging, we could easily document for 2006 over $1,700,000 in taxes,
fees, payments—or whatever you want to call them—to city county,
state, and federal governments and their agencies! So don’t ever let
anyone tell you that you have a “free ride” in our aviation system;

You(ser) Fees

A VIEW FROM OUR PRESIDENT

Newsletter of the Watertown, Madison & Dodge County FBOs
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“Aviation safety consists of attitude, oroficiencv, and knowledge.”

-

Steve Schwegel
Assistant Flight School Manager, RYV

Until now, pilots and student pilots have been required to show
a valid driver’s license before renting aircraft from Wisconsin
Aviation. Howevei. recent events have caused the ISA to change
the policy and now require either a U.S. Passport or a birth certificate
as initial identification. The next time you check out an aircraft, the
dispatcher will check your identification credentials on ifie, and if
they need updating to the new standard, you will be asked to bring
in one of the required forms of identification.
Documentation for Renters: Any non-student pilot may rent
an aircraft with a pilot certificate, current medical, signed renter’s
agreement acknowledgement and a government-issued photo ID.
TotalFBO will still check flight currency and aircraft type checkouts,
and any questions about these should be resolved by a CFI.
Documentation for Student/Renters: TSA documents are
required for students/renters in training for a certificate or an
instrument rating. The student’s CFI will be responsible for
requesting and reviewing these documents. The CFI will present
the documentation to the Customer Service Representative at the
front desk for scanning and filing.
Also, this is a good time to update your pilot record. The pilot
record keeps track of your medical certfficate date, last BFR,
certificates, ratings, and checkouts. We will be sending a renter
information update packet to all current renters to help expedite this
process. With this information on file, we can avoid any delays
when you are renting an aircraft. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may cause and thank you for your cooperation.

TSA Requires Additional Identification
from Aircraft Renters

NEW POLICY

—

Oregon-based business to extend Cessna’s single-engine product line
November 27, 2007 In a move to
Providence, RI
further broaden its single-engine product portfolio,
Textron Inc.’s (NYSE: TXT) Cessna Aircraft Company
today announced it was the successful bidder for select
assets of Columbia Aircraft Manufacturing Company, a
Bend, Oregon-based producer of high-performance,
single-engine aircraft. The bid of $26.4 million was the
high bid in United States Bankruptcy Court for the District
of Oregon this afternoon.
“This is a significant day as it brings together two top
aircraft design and production companies to offer the
global general aviation community the widest range of
propeller aircraft, along with world-class product support,
all under the Cessna brand—one of the most trusted
names in aviation,” said Cessna Chairman, President, and
CEO Jack. J. Pelton. “I would like to thank the 400-plus

The Cessna 350 will feature an all-composite airfran
Garmin Gl000 avionics and GFC700 flight control syste:
and Teledyne Continental TSIO-550-C engine, while t
Cessna 400 will offer the same features with dv
turbochargers for the engine. The 400 is one of the fast
piston aircraft in the world with a top speed of 270 mu
per hour—more than 235 knots.

Columbia employees for their continued hard work ai
dedication during the bankruptcy process. We 1o
forward to welcoming them to the Cessna family.”
“The Columbia models are a good fit with our existil
product line,” Pelton said. “We look forward to providii
existing Columbia owners with improved levels of servi
and support and introducing new customers to the
outstanding aircraft.”
Once the transaction is completed, the Bend operati
will take on the Cessna name and be one of six Cess
manufacturing facilities. Cessna intends to rename t.
current Columbia product line to become the Cessna 3
and the Cessna 400. Cessna and its network of authoriz
dealers and service centers plan to integrate sales ai
support of the former Columbia aircraft, and Cessna Pai
Distribution is expected to become the source for par
Cessna also intends to develop direct communicatio
with current owners.
“Current Columbia aircraft owners should feel ye
secure knowing their investment will now be support
through our vast global customer sales and servi
network.”
Cessna currently offers eight single-engine pisti
models. The new Cessna 350 and Cessna 400 models a
low-wing, high-performance, and turbocharged pist
aircraft options to raise the top end of the Cessna pist
product line.

Textron’s Cessna Aircraft Company to Acquire Assets of Columbia Aircraft
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On December 1, 2007, Ed Van Every took his brand new
rus SR22 Turbo to the Washington, D.C., area on business.
le did he know when he left Wisconsin that day that he
[his plane would set a new Cirrus ground-speed record.
the picture below demonstrates, at approximately FL19O,

3

Jim Quinn
Flight School Manager, RYV

(Ed Van Every is a Watertown customer and former student. He earned his
Private Pilot certificate in November of2004 and his Instrument rating in June
of 2005, both in a Cessna 172. He purchased his aircraft after flying our
Cirrus, N7O8ES, for just over a year.)

Ed hit 315 knots of ground speed! His TAS, as shown, was
207 knots. However, with a tailwind of 121 knots, dead on
the tail, 315 knots was the net result. Not bad for a singleengine, fixed-gear airplane!
When asked, Ed said he checked the weather the night
before the flight and saw that he would have a good tailwind.
“I was hoping to hit 300 knots at 17,000 feet but couldn’t quite
get there. I asked for a bump up to 19,000 feet, and you can
see the results.” After the trip, Ed posted this picture on the
COPA (Cirrus Owners’ and Pilots’ Association) website,
simply to share it with other Cirrus owners. Shortly after the
post, he was informed that he beat the old record by 10 knots.
Ed’s only comment to that was, “If I had known it was going
to be a record, I’d have gone to 25,000 feet.” Next time, Ed!!

Ray K/au
NAFI Master CF

Chart in hand to ensure that the selected landmarks appea
where they are supposed to be and on schedule.
It is not technology that turns out or maintains gooc
pilots; it is the instructor that does—even in the J-3 Cubs
Cessna 150s, and other aircraft from yesteryear. Now, wit}
our heads stuck in the cockpit, dazzled by video displays, w
are inclined to trade judgment for having our hands heic
while navigating through the airspace system. When i
comes to safety and training, perhaps it is time to review ho’
less can be more, and ‘just flying the airplane” won’t b
obsolete after all.
Leonardo da Vinci once said, “When once you have tastec
flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turnec
skyward, for there you have been, and there you will alway
long to return.”

NOW THAT’S MOVING!!!

With the advent of the high-tech cockpit and those
:tronic contrivances, traditional skills necessary to be a
Elpetent pilot seem to have been pushed in the background
the training of new pilots. Who needs that old stuff
rway? These electronic systems are supposed to simplify
ng. And they work just fine--until they don’t work due to
:trical failure, or pushing the wrong button during high
rkload. It has been known to happen. There is always the
sibility that the system will go down or you will fly within
rea where services just aren’t available.
We have radar services to direct our path, keep us out of
tected airspace, provide traffic advisories, and even advise
our groundspeed upon request. In modern times, the
of dead reckoning has become a secondary skill. It might
i good idea to dust it off once in a while and plan a cross
ntry flight with a chart, computer, and plotter. After
:ing a weather report, plug in the winds at the planned
itde, figure ground speed and time en route, figure an
\, fuel consumption, and compass heading. Prepare a
ht log and look out the window with a VFR Sectional

DON’T TRADE GOOD JUDGMENT FOR HAVING YOUR HAND HELD!

“Learn from the mistakes of others; you won’t live long enough to make them all yourself,”

WSCONSIN
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SWAT TEAM VISITS WATERTOWN

—

“It’s easy to make a small fortune in aviation. You start with a large fortune.”

iircraft. If you are considering selling your aircraft, please call to discuss the advantages of listing your aircraft with us. If in the market to buy
s’e don’t have the plane you want, we’ll find it for you.

Ne Welcome Your Consignment! Wisconsin Aviation, Inc., is one of the state’s largest aircraft dealers. We maintain a large inventory of brok

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at www.wisconsinaviation.com.

mcoder, Altimatic IIIC coupled autopilot, NSD-360 HSI, Garmin 155 coupled GPS, WX-950 stormscope! Sperry RDR-160 ci
adar! FAR 135 aircraft, leaseback wanted! $149,950

1979 PIPER SENECA II: 7150 TT, 1795 / 150 SMOH, 870 SPOH, 3-bladed hot props, club seating, dual Collins 251/351 NavC
/vith dual glideslopes, Collins 350 audio panel with 3-light marker beacon, Collins 650A ADF, Collins 950 transponder

ce, XM weather, Tanis heater. This one has it all plus a $3500 fuel card and 4 Bose headsets! $397,500

?005 CIRRUS SR22-GTS: Only 175 TI! Full year warranty remaining! Platinum engine, STEC 55X, TAWS, traffic, CMAX,

1969 PIPER ARROW 200:

Beautiful 140-kt. LoPresti Speedster! Extensive mods, beautiful paint, leather interior, King dig
trikefinder, much more! 5150 TT, 495 SMOH. $74,950

1967 PIPER ARROW 180: 4180 TTSN, 530 SMOH, December annual, MK-12D NavCom with glideslope, MX-12 NavCom, A
1-place intercom, Horton STOL kit, Autoflite autopilot. Super buy at $49,500!

1951 BEECH C35 BONANZA:3972 TT, 1485 SMOH on E-225 engine, 1 SPOH, fresh annual, MK-12D NavCom, Apollo Flybu
00+ LORAN, strobes, pretty plane. $29,500

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE

Shane Wr
Marketing/Sales Assistant,

vehicle with a weapon. The Air Wing was utilized to spot the suspect and guide the K-9 and SWAT teams to his location.
The teams worked well together and seamlessly resolved this practice scenario, despite it being their first joint endeavor.
The air unit would be of great assistance to law enforcement agencies in search and rescue, surveillance, and natural
iisasters. The Watertown Municipal Airport is one of four airports in the county that can provide a meeting location for
these units. The other airports for Jefferson County are located at Fort Atkinson, Palmyra, and Whitewater.

The maintenance hangar at RYV was turned into the tactical operations center for the Jefferson County Special Weapor
md Tactics (SWAT) team early in the day on November 12, 2007. This unique event was the initial cooperative effort
etween the SWAT team, Combined 1st Tactical Air Wing based out of Waukesha, and the Jefferson Canine Unit.
The Combined 1st Tactical Air Wing is comprised of a volunteer fleet including 10 fixed-wing aircraft and two R-44
Elelicopters. This event utilized three fixed-wing aircraft and one helicopter. The pilots receive no compensation for their
;ervices, although they are sworn “special deputies” when conducting activities in conjunction with the sheriff’s office.
The situation they were presented with involved a robbery suspect who had traveled north on Highway 26 where he r
ver spike strips, disabling his vehicle. He parked at the Jefferson Bicentennial Park where he was spotted exiting the
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With the evolution of the GPS, the FAA is now making it a
easier for us SEL and light MEL aircraft drivers to traverse
high-volume, congested terminal Class B airspace
ough the use of unique IFR transition routes.
Dne of the FAA’s 2001 additions for GPS-equipped aircraft
ng their RNAV/GPS/GNSS navigation systems is the
ingely-named creation called Area Navigation (R)
trument Flight Rules (I) Terminal (T) Transition (T) Routes
or RITIRs. Now ain’t that a mouthful! Initially, these
nsition routes were only published in the back of the
port/Facility Directory. Accordingly, because they were
.y found in that publication, they were seldom used by
ts. In early 2005, the FAA published a NPRM establishing
first RITIR. This rule defines a RIIIR as a low-altitude
ile based on area navigation for GPS-equipped aircraft
;igned to expedite IFR overflight traffic through Class B
;pace.
fhat being said, there are three parameters established for
use of RITTRs:
1) Only available to GPS-equipped aircraft filing “E,” “F,”
or “G” in their flight plans.
) RITTRs only exist in the vicinity of Class B or other
highly congested airspaces.
3) Because the routes are GPS-based, they are charted with
an MEA containing a “G” suffix (i.e., 2200G). These
MEAs may be lower or higher than nearby victor
airways. A RITTR can also have an MAA.
\1though RTTI’Rs are defined by GPS coordinate named

routes are blue vice the black victor airways. Note th
beginning and endings as well as en route fixes. The “T
numbers are normally between 200 and 500 and not less thai
12 nor more than 500 nm in length. Tango routes are belov
18,000 feet; above 18,000 feet they are called “Q” routes. Not
the legend on L-27 / 28 for further descriptions of these route
The only place I can find reference to R[TTRs is in th
FAA’s Instrument Procedures Handbook in Chapter 1, page 1
In the new 2008 FAR/AIM manual, there is a new sectioi
under paragraph 5-3-4 (Airways and Route Systems
subparagraph 3(a)(1) and (2) found on page 704, wherein “T
and “Q” routes are addressed.
So hopefully the next time you file over Class B airspacE
you’ll look for any RITIRs. They supposedly will expedit
your transition. But don’t forget to include them in you
flight plan along with your standard airways, i.e., “...V9
HYK T215 GAMKE T213 MILAN V97 SHB.” However, don’
be surprised when filing an IFR plan if the Flight Servic
personnel challenge the inclusion of your “T” route. The’
have been known to say, “There ain’t no such maverick.”

fixes (i.e., NERVE) or other fixes within an existing victo
airway, the starting and ending points are always locate
within victor airways, normally at an airway fix or a VOR.
Take a look at the IFR En Route Low Altitude Chart #L-2
around the Cincinnati Class B airspace. There are thre
north/south Tango RITTRs T213, T215, and T217. Thes

? RITTRs?

Don Wink/er
Director of Public Affairs & Media, MSN

This past November, Wisconsin Aviation-Madison
ted the Wisconsin Flying Farmers. They are a chapter of
International Flying Farmers, a family organization
)moting agriculture and aviation. Fifteen members
ended and had lunch at the O’Malley Jet Room restaurant,
ated inside the Wisconsin Aviation terminal.
Guest speaker was Jeffery Taylor, an aviation consultant
the Wisconsin Department of Transportation-Bureau of
ronautics. Jeff currently is Wisconsin DOT-Bureau of
ronautics’ Chief Pilot as well as the producer of the
‘sconsin Airport Directory and the Wisconsin Aeronautical
art. He gave an overview of the bureau, recent safety
Lies, and a quick look at the changes with FSS.

FLYING FARMERS GATHER AT MADISON

“Never fly anything that does not have the point worn off the rudder pedals.”

WiSCONSIN
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Wauwatosa, WI

—

Wynter Leasing Elm Grove, WI
1977 Piper PA-32R

Jeff Cockerham (MWC Cirrus Group)
2002 Cirrus SR22

—

Calvin Akins (Precise Flight) Waukesha, WI
2003 Diamond DA4O

Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyers:

Here is how to recover from a tail stall:
• Immediately raise flaps to the previous setting.
• Pull aft on the yoke.
• Reduce power if altitude permits; otherwise, maintain
power.
• Do not increase airspeed unless it is necessary to avoid
a wing stall.

Recovery from a tail stall is exactly opposite the
raditionally taught wing stall recovery. Remember, in a
il stall, recovery airflow must be restored to the tail’s
wer airfoil surface; and in a wing stall, recovery airflow
ELust be restored to the wing’s upper airfoil surface.

You are likely experiencing a tail stall if:
• When flaps are extended to any setting, the pitch
control forces become abnormal or erratic.
• There is buffet in the control column (not the
airframe).

from a Tail Stall

Recognizing and Recovering

The horizontal stabilizer balances the tendency of the
ose to pitch down by generating downward lift on the tail
f the aircraft. When the tail stalls, this downward force is
ssened or removed, and the nose of the airplane can
everely pitch down. Because the tail has a smaller leading
dge radius and chord length than the wings, it can collect
roportionately two to three times more ice than the wings
nd, often, the ice accumulation is not seen by the pilot.

What Is a Tail Stall?

NOPE! Here is a brief article on tail
stalls as a result of tail icing.

—
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SERVICE MANAGI
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Avionics Sales & Servh
Dane County Regional Air
Madison, Wisconsin (MS

AVIATION
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Jim Jordon SENIOR NSTALE
Eric Rosenbrook TECHNICIA
Christeen Donohoue AOMIN. A

Ryan Walsh

Brian Riese AVIONICS MESAGI
brian.riese@wisconsinaviation.c

t

no i

For a FREE quote or appointment call 800-594.5359 or 608-268-500

(IARIIIN.

WAAS CERTIFIED GNS 530

Wide Area Augmentation System
Laterai-Precision with Verticai Guidance Approaches
For GNS 400/500 Sedes GPS

WAAS

—

loss of lift from horizontal

Normal forces

Be One of The First At Your Airpo To Upgrade To

Tail stalls

“Never the fly the W model o1anvthin.”

WHAT?! A winter issue that doesn’t
include something about icing?

//
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February 7 April 24*
June 5 August 28 (skip July 31)
September 25 December 18
(skip November 27)

—

-

—

February 4 April 21* Mondays, 6-9 p.m.
June 3 August 26 (skip July 29)
Tuesdays, 6-9 p.m.
September 23 December 9
Tuesdays, 6-9 p.m.

—

—

—

i

For more details or to register,
call (920) 261-4567 today!

All courses will be held at:
Wisconsin Aviation-Watertown
1741 River Drive
Watertown, WI 53094

are interested in participating in these courses, but they have already
I by the time you read this article, call the number below and talk to one
flight instructors. It might be possible to catch up if you’ve only missed
classes.

—

Clinic
rday, May 3, 8 a.m. 12 p.m.
rday, September 13, 8 a.m. 12 p.m.

—

vheel Ground School
nesday, May 28, 6 p.m. 8:30 p.m.
includes ground school workbook

ig

Companion Course
day, Oct. 6, and Wednesday, Oct. 8, 6-8 p.m. (2 nights)
/ includes flight instruction

—

ument Refresher Clinics
rday, April 26, 8 a.m. 1 p.m.
rday, August 23, 8 a.m. 1 p.m.
rday, November 15, 8 a.m. 1 p.m.

rig:
mer:

ument Pilot Ground School
pre-registered / $225 after class start

mer:

rig:

ate Pilot Ground School
pre-registered / $225 after class start
rivate Pilot Ground Schools are Thursdays, 6-9 p.m.

WATERTOWN’S
2008 FLIGHT SCHOOL
COURSE SCHEDULE

1

l4tter 2008

Don Winkler
Director of Public Affairs & Media, MSN

Paul received his Private license in 1965 and has been
flying rental aircraft here in Madison since 1978. N392FT is
the first aircraft he has ever owned. Just for the record, the
cake was baked by his wife, Clara, and decorated by Paul.
Paul, don’t give up your “day job.”

Pictured in the Wisconsin Aviation-/s lison terminal bby are Paul Thompson; his daughter,
Mrs. Michelle Abhasakun; and holding his cake, his granddaughters Marisa and Tara.
Paul flew them and others in celebration of his Cessna 182 Amphibian aircraft’s 50th birthday.

The aircraft pictured in the inset below is a Cessna 180A
on EDO 439-2705 amphibious floats. Paul Thompson
purchased the aircraft under consultation with Jeff Baum
from the owner in Canada. Wisconsin Aviation-Madison
Aircraft Technician Steve Johnson inspected it before it was
purchased. The aircraft celebrated its 50th anniversary this
past November.

50 Years of Flight

7

Don Winkler
Director of Public Affairs & Media, MSN

Members of the Wisconsin Air National Guard’s 115th
Fighter Wing returned to Iraq for the fifth time since the
end of the Gulf War in 1991. About 300 members, or onethird of the 115th’s personnel, are being re-deployed. An
undisclosed number of F-16 fighters will be en route as
well.
The deployment is part of a scheduled expeditionary
force rotation, supporting ground and air forces in Iraq.

115TH FIGHTER
WING RETURNS
TO IRAQ

“You haven’t seen a tree until you’ve seen its shadow from the sky”

WiSCONSIN
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“Keep looking around; therec always something you’ve missed.”

David Smith (MSN)
Marc Stem (RYV)

Dan Mittelstadt (UNU)
Chris Reining (MSN)

Brian Hanna (MSN)
Seth Hoffman (MSN)

Private
Dave Bennett (RYV)
Dave Chaimson (MSN)
Kaiwi Heiderscheit (RYV)
Jeff Lutzka (RYV)
John Muiherin (RYV)
Brent Nicholson (RYV)

Steve Schwegel
Assistant Flight School Managec RYV

On November 17, Wisconsin AviationWatertown was visited by students from
St. Peter’s Lutheran School in Helenville.
As a part of the EAA Young Eagles
Program, they were given airplane rides
and a tour of the airport facility.
The event was arranged by Dave
Mulderink, an EAA member. Rides were
provided by pilots Dave Weber and Allen
Mulderink.

Photo by Raleigh I

Multi-Engine Instructor
Kevin Loppnow (RYV)

Instrument Flight Instructo
Elaine Kauh (RYV)

EAA GIVES RIDES TO STUDENTS

Commercial
Jason Burke (MSN)

Instrument
Brian Johnson (RYV)

Certificates & Ratings

*Fixed.wing solo Paul currently holds a commercial certificate with a helicopter and instrument rating.
-

Garrett Royal (UNU)

Brian Maneikis (MSN)

Monica Groenke (RYV)

Mike Wollenzein (RYV)

John Rose (MSN)

Dan Kurkiewicz (RYV)

Alex Kappes (MSN)

Claude Robotham (MSN

Paul Lindgren (MSN)*

Andy Blochowiak (RYV)
Tom Genz (RYV)

Solo Status

Congratulations to all!

The individuals listed below have achieved solo status, new certificates,
or ratings as shown since the previous issue of Talewinds.
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nly two were built flying from 1984-1991.
ne 15,965-lb.-thrust General Electric F404-GE00 turbofan (same engine as the F/A-18 Hornet)
peed mach 1.8 (1,178 mph) at FL 330.
ange 347 miles
ervice Ceiling FL500
mpty Weight 13,772 lbs.
ings swept forward more than 33 degrees.
uilt as an experimental aircraft utilizing the
orward-swept wing (FSW) concept.

Facts & Specs

Grumman X-29A

Mystery Airplane Identified

9

Madison’s line technicians provide service in any kind of weather!
(January 2008 snowstorm)

I

\)

Elaine Kauh
Flight Instructor (RYV)

hen bad weather grounds your training flights, it’s time to catch up on the bookwork,
Lt? But when the snowstorms keep blowing through or the fog hangs around for days,
i can you get a break from those thick flight training textbooks while keeping up with
r studies?
[ere are some reading suggestions for the next time you’re waiting out the weather:
Airplane Flying Handbook, Federal Aviation Administration. This is a must-have
reference manual for all, especially those working on private, commercial, or flight
instructor certificates. It even has sections on multi-engine and tailwheel flying.
Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, FAA. The new edition is called Pilot’s
Encyclopedia of Aeronautical Knowledge. Again, this is a great reference book for every
pilot and all phases of flight training. And it won’t take up a lot of space in your flight
bag!
Stick and Rudder: An Explanation of the Art of Flying, Wolfgang Langewiesche. First published in the mid
1940s, this is a favorite among aviation book-lovers. The original content is all there, it’s fun to read, and it’s
still relevant for today’s new pilots. This book challenges you to truly understand what the author calls “the
airplane’s gaits.”
The Complete Multi-Engine Pilot, Bob Gardner. If you’re going for the multi rating, this is a comprehensive
look at the knowledge areas and flight operations. The explanations and illustrations are easy to understand,
and Gardner provides real-world advice on flying twins along with a training / checkride prep program. His
series also includes books for private and instrument training.
Instrument Flying, Richard L. Taylor. Several updated editions have come out since its original printing in
the early 1970s. Written in a conversational tone with some humorous quips by the author, this popular
book will give instrument students a fresh look at IFR and help rated pilots stay proficient.
There are hundreds of books on the market, but it takes only one or two in addition to your flight training
kits to add some depth and enjoyment to your studies. After all, learning to fly should be fun!

LIGHT TRAINING FROM THE WINTER ARMCHAIR

“A fool and his money are soon flying more airplane than he can handle.”

l44thr 20
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• The landing was intended to be a short approach, power off;
accuracy landing.... As we went from number three to
“Cleared to land number one” on short approach, I. now
concentrated on an aiming point to make an accurate
landing, using flaps as necessary, and flying the airplane.... I
did not hear, or it did not register with me, that the gear
warning horn was sounding. / did hear it after the gear-up
landing.
• On a visual approach, I put the gear down, but as I was flying
over the city buildings, I lost some altitude. I retracted the gear

Before Landing!

Email resume (include height and weight) to bo@diveout.com
call (920) 568-1700 and ask for Bo Babovic. Check our webs
at www.diveout.com for further information on the skydivi
center.

This is an excellent time-building opportunity. Very v
maintained airplanes. Friendly, fun, and casual wc
environment. Pay is $5 per load, in our airplane (approx.
minutes per load).

high-performance endorsement. Cessna 182 time a plus.
• Maximum body weight is 180 pounds.
• Individual must have a positive attitude, be willing to
learn, and must be available on weekends. Some weekda
availability would be a plus.

PILOTS WANTED

A landing was made in a field due to engine failure. The day
before this flight, I had filled the aircraft fuel tanks. When I
arrived at the airport, I did not visually check the tanks. I later
learned that a local mechanic had done a weight and balance
on the aircraft the previous evening. In doing so, he drained
all fuel from the aircraft. He did not put the fuel back in the
The above actual incidents were reported and pub1i
tanks when he was done. The aircraft fuel gauges were so far
by CALLBACK, NASA’s Aviation Safety Reporting Systen
past empty that they appeared to show full.
An airshow was scheduled to begin in about a half-hour. / remind pilots that the “it can’t happen to me” syndrome
was told by Ground Control that / had two minutes to get into scary thought.
position and take off. In my hurry to comply with Ground
Control, I forgot to remove the tow bar from the front of the
plane and began to taxi. The problem was pointed out to me
by people [along the taxi route]. I compounded the problem
by removing the tow bar without stopping the engine. I was
lucky not to be injured!
Excellent Hours-Building Job Opportuni
On takeoff roll, when the airspeed reached 60 knots, I started
to pull the yoke back, but the nose of the aircraft did not lift.
AtmosphAir Skydiving Center
I then pulled back the throttle to abort the takeoff, applied
in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin,
heavy braking, and ran off the side of the runway into a
is looking for pilots for the 2008 skydiving
swamp. When I examined the plane afterwards, I found that
season —April through October 2008.
the control lock had not been removed from the control yoke.
Training begins in March.
A more thorough preflight and better use of the checklist
Requirements:
would have prevented this incident.
• Commercial, instrument, crosswind landing skills, and

When Preflighting!

STAY FOCUSED...

because I thought that/n the event of an engine failure I w
not reach the runway As I circled to land, I focused or
landing and forgot to put the gear back down.
This was [my] first night landing in a small aircraft a
uncontrolled field without ILS guidance. I am accustom
landing on Category II and Ill ILS runways at major airp
[I] was fully occupied with flying a stabilized approach
only VASI guidance and failed to notice that the “three go
indication was missing. [I] did an admirable job maintai
a stabilized approach and touched down on the run
centerline in the touchdown zone. If only the landing
had been extended, it would have been a really
landing.

3 CHECKLISTS 3

“Aeronautics was neither an industry nor a science. It was a miracle.”

All airplanes have them. We are taught how to use them.
But all too often when using them we become distracted.
Words to the wise...

r

,,

‘Visconsin Aviation’s avionics shop recently completed its
irrus “roll servo upgrade” test flight on N74AG (11-23). I thought it would be interesting to share the
ground of this upgrade.
asically, the setup that most Cirrus aircraft currently
consists of a Cirrus roll trim cartridge / motor that drives
ll axis when in the autopilot and trim modes. The motor
stalled right next to the aileron in the wing. A spring
idge links the electric motor to the ailerons. This means
with every yoke movement made, the spring cartridge
resses or expands before it moves the aileron. When in
utopilot mode, this creates a “mushy” autopilot roll axis
ition and causes the autopilot to work harder when
[taming approach courses. It is also less authoritative. At
if there is added friction to the roll axis, such as with
[resistance from high speeds, the aileron never deflects
e rate the autopilot computer desires.
Ehe servo upgrade is an S-Tec servo that is installed
‘r the back seats and is directly attached to the main roll
s via a bridle cable. This is basically the same setup that
The results are a very
i autopilot produced utilizes.
oritative roll axis that rolls the aircraft into
ing / course directions with no overshoot. It is also most
rate on inbound coupled approach courses. The original
is roll trim motor stays installed in the aircraft but is now
Y used for manual-induced electric trim operations.
n S-Tec words: “The new servo will improve response
to aileron inputs making course intercepts more precise,
iating wing rocking and S-turns across the course. Other

VVthr 2(k2
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Ryan Walsh
Avionics Service A’lanager, MSN

benefits include longer life expectancy for the trim cartridge
motor and the 55X computer/programmer and less motorinduced noise into the radios.”
The pilot of N74AG was very impressed with the positive
responses obtained by the upgrade and agrees that everyone
that owns a Cirrus should have this upgrade done.
The installation process consists of an autopilot wiring
change, the servo installation, and a modification to the
computer (performed by 5-Tec). The modification takes
about 20 hours to complete in-house. Also, the autopilot
computer is sent to S-Tec for a hardware modification and
holds approximately a two-week turn time. There is a threeweek lead time on the S-Tec kit, and the autopilot computer
hardware modification is completed within that time frame.
The total price of the job is just under $5,000. The autopilot
modification, unfortunately, only applies to SR-22 models,
not 20s. If you are bringing your aircraft in for the WAAS
upgrade, this may be a great time to complete both projects
and reduce downtime.
The purpose of this article is not meant to be a sales pitch,
but rather to make our many Cirrus customers aware of the
great improvement that is available to improve your aircraft’s
autopilot capabilities. I personally see no reason why every
Cirrus owner would not want this modification made. If you
have any questions, please send me an email at
ryan.walsh@wisconsinaviation.com or give me a call at 608268-5029. Happy flying!

ATTENTION CIRRUS OWNERS

Ed Ruppert
Airport Operations Manager, RYV

The recent addition of a 350-foot stopway now gives the
ertown Municipal Airport’s runway 05/23 a total
mient count of 5009 feet. The added blastway provides
rea for proper jet blast to dissipate, as well as a safe, paved
:e for aircraft to decelerate from an aborted takeoff.
The project design was accomplished by MSA
The
essional Services of Madison, Wisconsin.
)aration and grading was provided by the City of
rtown’s Street Department.
The new extension, which is aligned with the runway, is
ked with chevrons that identify the area as a blast pad or
way

LONGER & SAFER

“Earth is the cradle of mankind; one does not remain in the cradle forever.”

WISCONSIN

—

RYV
—

1:00 pm
GPS Clinic RYV Saturday, 8:00 am 12:00 pm
Tallwheel Ground School ct’ RYI Wednesday, 6:00
Instrument Pilot Ground School t RYV

Saturday, 8:00 am

Instrument Refresher Clinic

—

8:30 pm

—

—

—

—

Watch this column in future issues of Talewinds
for upcoming events regarding the many facets of aviation.

See article inside this issue for additional information,
including prices, on the above RYV courses.

—

—

—

—

—

Tuesdays thru August 26 (skip July 29) 6:00 9:00 pm
Private Pilot Ground School i RYV
June 5
Thursdays thru August 28 (skip July 31) 6:00 9:00 pm
Hangar Dance @ MSN, Saturday, 7:00 10:00 pm
August 9
Featuring the Ladies Must Swing orchestra.
August 23
Instrument Refresher Clinic ct RYV, Saturday, 8:00 am 1:00 pm
September 13 GPS Clinic @ RYV, Saturday, 8:00 am 12:00 pm
September 23 Instrument Pilot Ground School @ RYV
Tuesdays thru December 9, 6:00 9:00 pm
September 25 Private Pilot Ground School @ RYV
Thursdays thru December 18 (skip November 27) 6:00 9:00 pm
October 6 & 8 Flying Companion Course @ RYV, Monday & Wednesday, 6:00
8:00 pm
November 15 Instrument Refresher Clinic t’ RYV, Saturday, 8:00 am 1:00 pm

May 3
May 28
June 3

April 26
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